WA-GP-SD units seal pipes through openings with large annular space between the pipe and opening.

Large Annular Space Pipe Seals are available in split models for existing pipes
All American and International pipe sizes are accommodated

WA-GP-SD large annular space pipe penetration seals are a 36 psi seal, elastomer may be EDPM or NBR compression plates may be 304L or 316L stainless.

The face opening may be centered or off set depending on the pipe position in the opening.

The pipe passes through the disk at "d" - "D" measure is fitted inside the core or sleeve opening. Once in place the compression bolts are tighten to expand the disk seal against the pipe wall and opening to form a watertight seal.

Go to our contacts page at WestAtlantic or 902 455-4455

Normally all we need is your pipe OD and the opening ID for a quotation